Randomised clinical trial of chest drainage systems

We should like to comment on the article by Dr ANJ Graham and others (June 1992;47:461–2). The study sample consisted of only postoperative cases, though the authors have extended the recommendation of a Portex drain to trauma and emergencies where the risk of tube blockage is higher and low pressure negative suction is invariably required.1 In selecting their sample the authors have excluded patients who would require suction, but in the discussion they have analysed the requirement of suction in two groups. This would be a major confounding factor in the study. The reasons for reduction in “time to sitting” and in morbidity with a Portex drain, although drainage with bottles was adequate, are not discussed. As the drainage systems were not “blind” and there was variable encouragement for mobilisation by the nursing staff, there is scope for a bias for mobilisation of the two study groups and thus in the observations. The major factors in the early mobility of patients and discharge would be the type of underlying and associated illness and complications. Considering the requirement of suction and the possibility that Portex tubes can fail out, the authors’ recommendations need further evaluation.

Authors’ reply We thank Dr Sarniak for showing interest in our paper. His assertion that chest drains inserted after thoracic trauma invariably require suction is not, in fact, supported by the reference he cites. In our experience this is necessary only in cases of a massive air leak.1 Pleural suction is not readily available at the roadside or battlefield and the advantages that drainage bags have over underwater seals in these circumstances are obvious. This is supported by recent military experience in wartime conditions.2,3

Patients were not entered into the trial if it was known that postoperative pleural suction would be essential. Randomised patients who subsequently required suction were retained in the study and the results were analysed according to the intended treatment. This is an accepted method for reducing bias in this type of clinical trial.1

There are inherent difficulties in carrying out a trial comparing such different methods of treatment. It was not possible to perform a blind study. Nevertheless, we believe that it is important to attempt to assess different techniques in a randomised fashion rather than basing management on uninformed opinion and speculation. The fact that drainage bags were found to be safe when used after elective surgery, which is in effect a form of thoracic trauma, should give clinicians the confidence to use them, when required, in emergency conditions.
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Barcelona’s asthma epidemics

With regard to Dr C Picado’s “For Discussion” paper (March 1992;47:197–200), we propose that exogenous 15-lipoxygenase activity from soybean modulates the severity of the asthma response in soybean induced asthma, since soybean is the world’s richest known source of lipoxygenase enzyme and is causal in epidemic asthma with the unusual clinical features described by Dr Picado. Plant lipoxygenases are common in nature and could readily be found detected during the bulk handling of dry soybean. After antigen challenge a product of the 15-lipoxygenase pathway of arachidonic acid metabolism—namely, 15(S)-hydroxy-5,8,11-cis-13-trans-eicosatetraenoic acid (15-HETE)—is observed in large amounts in bronchoalveolar lavage fluid from patients with chronic stable asthma. Eosinophil suspensions incubated with ionophore and granulocytes when stimulated in the presence of 15-HETE produce lipoxin A4. Asthma is the presence of eosinophils in bronchial exudates. Lee et al have found lipoxin A4 in the bronchoalveolar lavage fluid in human pulmonary disease.1 Lipoxin A4 elicits constriction of the guinea pig lung strip, is chemotactic and chemokinetic in response to leucocytes, and may further regulate arachidonic acid release.

Dr Picado’s paper provides the clinical observations necessary to describe a novel human disease mechanism whereby exogenous lipoxygenase enzymes may gain access to human substrates and modulate pathophysiological responses.